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Category:2010s Hindi-language films Category:Indian romantic comedy films Category:Indian romantic drama films Category:Indian
films Category:Indian remakes of American films Category:Films directed by Aanand L. Rai Category:Films featuring an item number
Category:Films set in the 1970s Category:Films set in 1972 Category:Films set in 1974 Category:Films set in 2011 Category:Films set in
2012 Category:Films shot in Mumbai Category:Films shot in Punjab, India Category:Films shot in Uttar Pradesh Category:Hindi film
remakes of English films Category:Reliance Entertainment films Category:2010s Hindi-language filmsQ: Sage to Python, and back to
Sage? For a program I'm writing I'd like to use a language (Python) I already know. I have some code that runs and works fine in Sage,
and I'd like to port that code to Python. Is that possible and can I also go the other way? A: Can you use Python as a language for your
existing project? Yes, in Sage. For example, in Python you can use the interactive shell to run Sage code: from
sage.interfaces.default_prompt import interactive_shell interactive_shell() or you can start Sage from a Python script like so: from
sage.interfaces.default_prompt import sage sage() and Python will start Sage and you can run your code interactively or write a script that
does whatever you want. Can you export Sage to Python? Not really. You can write Python extensions for Sage, but they can only be
installed and run in Sage. To use them you would have to import your Python extension module inside Sage and pass it to the Python
interpreter. To do this, you would have to either edit the Python interpreter to add a new extension point or use Python Distutils to build
an extension package for Sage. You can read more about Sage's integration with Python and its many third party libraries in the Sage
manual (on that same page you will also find links to lots of other useful resources). What about data? Python has an excellent library
called
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